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Abstract

The original analysis of genetic algorithms presents combination to be the primary
mechanism of crossover. Although good solutions can be found by combination,
they are often not locally optimal. Thus, a popular technique is to locally opti-
mize each crossover solution before adding it to the population. In these \hybrid"
operators, crossover can be viewed as a means of restarting the local optimizer. Un-
fortunately, if crossover does little more than combine random parts of two parent
solutions, the performance of the resulting hybrid operator may not be signi�cantly
di�erent from random restart of the local optimizer. The design of the crossover
operator a�ects the e�ciency and e�ectiveness of hybrid operators. A new analy-
sis presents preserving common schemata as an important design consideration for
crossover.

Keywords: Schema Theorem, combination, implicit parallelism, commonality hypothesis,
Commonality-Based Crossover Framework, heuristic operator, hybrid operator

1 Introduction

Traditionally, the design focus for crossover operators has been combination { random parts
(schemata) from two parents are combined into an o�spring solution. This design basis
is a legacy of the original Schema Theorem. In it's development, the focus is on implicit
parallelism and the ideal sampling of schemata. In particular, low-order schemata (building
blocks) are important. However, the original analysis of crossover is based on a standard



representation, uses the viewpoint of a single parent, and is pre-occupied with disruption.
Non-standard representations and hybrid operators were not intended extensions of the
original design focus of combination.

In this paper, a new Schema Theorem is developed. The analysis of crossover is represen-
tation independent, uses the viewpoint of both parents, and ignores disruption. The new
Schema Theorem suggests that common schemata are important. Instead of combining ran-
dom schemata, the common schemata of two parents are used as a foundation on which a
new o�spring solution is built. Speci�cally, a new two step process is de�ned for crossover:
1) preserve the maximal common schema of two parents, and 2) complete the solution
with a construction heuristic. The scope of this design framework extends to non-standard
representations and hybrid operators.

Non-standard (sequence) representations have been previously studied [CS98], so this paper
concentrates on hybrid operators. In hybrid operators, crossover solutions are locally op-
timized before they are added to the population. Compared with randomly restarting the
local optimizer, crossover accelerates the search because it provides intermediate solutions
of higher quality which can be processed in less time [UPvL+91]. However, this statement
only addresses how e�ciently local optimizers are used. It has also been shown that locally-
optimal solutions can be more similar to each other than are random solutions, and that the
better the solutions are, the more similar they can be [M�uh91]. Thus, exploiting common
schemata in hybrid operators may lead to the more e�ective use of local optimizers.

The remainder of this paper pursues this hypothesis. First, the original Schema Theorem
and some of its implications are reviewed in section 2. In section 3, a new commonality-
based Schema Theorem is developed. In section 4, the role of crossover in hybrid operators
is examined. In section 5, the implications of the new Schema Theorem and the new
experimental results are discussed. Finally, a brief summary of conclusions is given in
section 6.

2 Background

Empirical analysis often provides more accurate models of a genetic algorithm's behavior
than the Schema Theorem [M�uh97]. However, these models have not meaningfully addressed
the design inuences descendant from the original Schema Theorem. Since these design
inuences are the focus of this paper, the theoretical review of GAs is restricted to the
Schema Theorem. Further, only forms critical to our study of design inuences are presented
in detail.

2.1 The Schema Theorem

In his seminal work, Holland [Hol75] �rst studied the e�ects on schemata for a genetic
algorithm with binary string solutions, a generational replacement scheme, roulette wheel
parent selection, and one-point crossover. If at a time t there are m instances of a particular
schema H in the population B(t), roulette wheel selection will result in an expected

m(H; t+ 1) = m(H; t) �
f(H)

f
(1)

instances to be present in the next generation (at time t + 1). No search is performed by



�tness-based selection { new trials are allocated by merely copying the solutions. Search
occurs when schemata \are combined and tested in new contexts by crossing-over" [Hol75].
This process creates new solutions with a minimal amount of disruption to the allocation
strategy represented in equation (1).

The expected amount of disruption caused by crossover to a schema H is inuenced by
three factors: the length l of the solution string, the de�ning length �(H) of the schema,
and the probability pc of crossover. From the viewpoint of a single parent, the probability
of survival of schema H is

ps � 1� pc �
�(H)

l � 1
: (2)

The inequality arises because even if crossover occurs at a cut-point that a�ects schema
H, the schema is not disrupted when the other parent (selected randomly) matches at the
\disrupted" sites. These sites always match if the other parent is also an instance of schema
H (i.e. schema H is common to both parents). Thus, the probability of survival is better
estimated by

ps � 1�

�
pc �

�(H)

l � 1

�
[1�m(H; t)] : (3)

Combining equations (1) and (3), a schema H is expected to receive

m(H; t+ 1) � m(H; t) �
f(H)

f

�
1�

�
pc �

�(H)

l � 1

�
[1�m(H; t)]

�
(4)

trials in the next generation of a genetic algorithm with roulette-wheel parent selection and
one-point crossover.

Equation (4) is Theorem 6.2.3 in Holland's book. It is the Schema Theorem, or the Fun-
damental Theorem of Genetic Algorithms. \[It] provides the �rst evidence of the [implicit]
parallelism of genetic plans. Each schema represented in the population B(t) increases or
decreases according to the above formulation independently of what is happening to other

schemata in the population." [Hol75]

2.2 Modi�cations to the Schema Theorem

Many modi�cations to the original Schema Theorem have been made. For example, the
advantages of selecting both parents by �tness has been demonstrated [Sch87], the e�ects of
n-point crossover have been analyzed [SdJ91], and the Markov model of Nix and Vose may
even be considered to be an exact form of the Schema Theorem [NV92]. However, with the
notable exception of Radcli�e [Rad91], crossover design concepts have not been modi�ed.

Radcli�e has proposed three design principles: respect, transmission, and assortment
[Rad91]. Respect is an equivalent notion to preserving commonality { two parents that
have a schema H in common should produce an o�spring that also has schema H. Trans-
mission is similar to \non-disruption" { schemata in the o�spring should come from one of
the parents. Assortment is combination { it should be possible for two compatible schemata,
one from each parent, to both survive in the o�spring. However, previous experiments have
shown that transmission and assortment can handicap the performance of heuristic opera-
tors for non-standard representations [CS98].

Although respect hints at the importance of preserving common schemata, transmission
still worries about disruption. The means by which disruption will eventually be removed



from the Schema Theorem are �rst presented for GENITOR { a specialized steady-state
replacement scheme [WS90]. Here, o�spring are added one-at-a-time, and each new o�spring
replaces the lowest-ranking member of the population. This process builds in elitism { the
best solutions always survive. Over time, the instances of a schema H can be quanti�ed by

m(H; t+ 1) = m(H; t)� losses + gains from schema H + other gains: (5)

The losses occur if an instance of schema H is removed from the population. If the removed
member is selected randomly, losses occur with probability P (H; t) = m(H; t)=n, the pro-
portion of schema H in the population at time t. However, since the least �t member of
the population is removed, the probability of a loss varies inversely with the �tness ratio,
FR = f(H)=f . The losses have been estimated by P (H; t)=FR.

The gains from schema H occur if the �rst parent has schema H, FR � P (H; t), and it
is not disrupted. (Note: the �tness ratio is now for rank-based selection.) Disruption
can occur if the second parent (also selected based on �tness) does not have schema H,
1 � FR � P (H; t); and the schema is either disrupted by crossover or survives in the dis-
carded o�spring, �(H)=(l�1) or (1=2)[1�f�(H)=(l�1)g]. Combining the above terms, the
gains from schema H are conservatively approximated as:

FR � P (H; t)

�
1� f1� FR �P (H; t)g

�
�(H)

l � 1
+

1

2

�
1�

�(H)

l � 1

���
: (6)

The other gains occur if two parents, each without schema H, fortuitously create schema
H through crossover. This event has been dropped as part of the inequality. Overall, the
resulting Schema Theorem for one-point crossover in GENITOR is

m(H; t+ 1) � m(H; t)�
P (H; t)

FR
+FR �P (H; t)

�
1� f1� FR � P (H; t)g �

1

2

�
1 +

�(H)

l � 1

��
:

(7)

(Note: the time t represents an entire generation in equation (4), but it represents a single
new solution in equation (7).)

2.3 Interpretations of the Schema Theorem

The competition among schemata has been compared to a k-armed bandit problem. In
the two-armed bandit problem, it is desirable to both exploit the best-observed arm and
continue exploration on the other arm. To minimize the expected loss, the trials allocated
to the best-observed arm should increase at slightly faster than an exponential function
relative to the trials allocated to the other arm [Hol75]. Consequently, the allocation of
trials to schemata should reward the best-observed schemata with a similar increase relative
to their competing alternatives. The Schema Theorem has been interpreted as guaranteeing
this \... exponentially increasing number of trails to the best observed building blocks."
[Gol89]

Further, the Schema Theorem applies equally to all schemata. Since each solution represents
2l schemata, information is gained on all 2l schemata with each evaluation. Overall, it
has been estimated that a population of n solutions usefully processes O(n3) schemata



each generation [Gol89]. This computational leverage (believed to be unique to genetic
algorithms) has been called implicit parallelism [Hol75].

Implicit parallelism heavily inuences the design of crossover operators. Since it is believed
that the source of power in genetic algorithms comes from this parallel search for good
schemata, a necessary function of crossover is combination. Combination allows o�spring to
be created from the components found by the (independent) parallel searches. For example,
if the �rst parent has a desirable schema H1, and the second parent has a desirable schema
H2, then crossover should be able to produce an o�spring with both schema H1 and H2

(provided that schema H1 and H2 are compatible).

The concept of combination has received heavy re-emphasis in the literature. Reinforc-
ing views include Syswerda, \... the next step is to combine [good schemata] together in
one genome. This is, after all, the overt purpose of crossover." [Sys89], Radcli�e, \Given
instances of two compatible [schemata], it should be possible to cross them to produce a
child which is an instance of both [schemata]." [Rad91], and Davis, \... the bene�ts of
crossover ... is that crossover acts to combine building blocks of good solutions from diverse
chromosomes." [Dav91].

3 A Commonality-Based Schema Theorem for Genetic

Algorithms

In the original development of the Schema Theorem, the analysis of crossover is based
on a standard representation, uses the viewpoint of a single parent, and is pre-occupied
with disruption. However, with elitist replacement schemes, disruption is superseded by
exploratory power. Eliminating disruption from the Schema Theorem conveniently results
in a representation-independent Schema Theorem that uses the viewpoint of both parents.
This new Schema Theorem supports the Commonality-Based Crossover Framework (a new
design model for crossover).

3.1 Disruption vs. Search

In the original (generational) replacement scheme, it is possible for crossover to disrupt all
the good schemata of the parents and produce o�spring that are less �t than their parents.
However, disruption is related to exploratory power, and it has been shown that crossover
operators with greater exploratory power (and higher disruption) can perform better (e.g.
[Sys89][Esh91][GS94]). The negative e�ects of disruption are eliminated by elitism. This
hypothesis was made (but not con�rmed) by Syswerda who thought that his experimental
results which showed uniform crossover to perform better than both one-point and two-
point crossover may have been partially caused by the use of a strongly elitist steady-state
replacement scheme (vs. a traditional generational replacement scheme) [Sys89].

To isolate this hypothesis, an objective function highly susceptible to disruption was de-
signed. Assume that a solution string of 100 bits is decomposed into 25 blocks of 4 bits
each, and that the �tness increases by 1 if a block is \complete" { all 1's or 0's. Further,
if there are n adjacent complete blocks of 1's (or 0's), the �tness increases by n2. There
are two optimal solutions to this problem { all 1's or all 0's (�tness = 625). Crossover can
cause disruption by undoing a complete block or a set of adjacent complete blocks.

In an experiment using this objective function, the e�ects of disruption are found to be



signi�cantly higher for uniform crossover than for one-point or two-point crossover. The
o�spring of one-point and two-point crossover have the same average �tness as their parents.
However, the o�spring of uniform crossover have an average �tness that is only 70% of their
parents1.

When using a generational replacement scheme, one-point and two-point crossover have
similar performance, but uniform crossover performs worse. Without elitism, disruption can
be dangerous. However, when using a strongly elitist replacement scheme like Syswerda,
uniform crossover performs better than two-point crossover which itself performs better than
one-point crossover. The performance of uniform crossover is clearly enhanced by elitism.
(See Table 1.)

Standard GA GENITOR

One-point 34.89 54.99
Two-point 37.45 81.34
Uniform 29.06 98.22

Table 1: Performance of One-point, Two-Point, and Uniform crossover on a problem with
an objective highly susceptible to disruption. Results are the average of 100 runs of 100
generations each using a population size of 100 solutions.

Elitism can turn a highly disruptive crossover operator into a minimally restrictive search
operator. Speci�cally, if the maximal common schema of two parents has n wild-card slots,
the exploratory power [ECS89] of one-point crossover covers a set with 2�n possible o�spring,
two-point crossover can explore n2�n possible o�spring, and uniform crossover can explore
2n possible o�spring. Since these are supersets, the best possible o�spring for two parents
under uniform crossover is at least as good as that under two-point crossover which is at
least as good as that under one-point crossover.

3.2 Redeveloping the Schema Theorem

If the negative e�ects of disruption can be eliminated by elitism, then disruption should also
be eliminated from the Schema Theorem. Using equation (5) for a steady-state replacement
scheme, the number of instances of schema H varies over time by the following:

m(H; t+ 1) = m(H; t)� losses + gains from schema H + other gains: (8)

Eliminating the (crossover dependent) disruption terms from equation (6), the
gains from schema H are

FR � P (H; t) [1� f1� FR � P (H; t)g] : (9)

After simplifying, it can be seen that the gains from schema H occur if and only if both
parents have schema H:

1In the steady-sate GA, this value is accurate for only the �rst few generations. After conver-
gence, the o�spring of uniform crossover also average 100% of the �tness of their parents



[FR � P (H; t)]2 : (10)

When commonschemata are preserved, the gains represented in equation (10) are completely
independent of the solution representation and the crossover operator. Further, since the
viewpoint of a single parent was only used to develop the (crossover dependent) disruption
terms, the above analysis of crossover conveniently switches to the viewpoint of both parents.

The losses occur if one of the solutions with schemaH is removed from the population B(t).
The exact value of the losses is less important than that it varies with P (H; t) and that it
varies inversely with FR. The other gains are crossover dependent (i.e. they depend on the
selected construction heuristic), so they are dropped to form an inequality. The resulting
Schema Theorem for genetic algorithms is

m(H; t+ 1) � m(H; t)�F(P (H; t); FR�1) + [FR �P (H; t)]2 : (11)

For genetic algorithms with an elitist steady-state replacement scheme, �tness-based selec-
tion of both parents, and crossover operators that preserve common schemata; schemata
that are common to a large number of above-average solutions receive an increasing number
of trials.

3.3 Implications of the New Schema Theorem

In the original development of the Schema Theorem, the e�ect of one-point crossover on a
single parent is examined. The analysis measures the disruption and survival probabilities
of various schemata. Since low-order schemata are less likely to be disrupted, it is suggested
that they have an important role { they are combined. However, the negative e�ects of
disruption can be eliminated by elitism. Further, disruptive e�ects are crossover dependent.
The new Schema Theorem is crossover independent and representation independent. It
suggests that preserving common schemata is the key attribute of crossover.

Crossover exploits the common schemata of two parents as a base to explore for better solu-
tions. Exploration can be done randomly, with the left-over parts of the parents (i.e. com-
bination), or with a problem-speci�c construction heuristic. To generalize, a commonality-
based crossover operator is designed by following this general framework: 1) preserve the
maximal common schema of two parents, and 2) complete the solution with a construction
heuristic.

The two-parent perspective of the new crossover framework a�ects the concept of implicit
parallelism. The allocation of trials to schemata now depends on which pairs of solutions
are mated. Further, selection is not about allocating trials to competing schemata, but
about identifying the (�t) common schemata from the solutions that survive the �tness-
based competition. Preserving only common schemata adds a second form of commonality-
based selection on top of �tness-based selection. This two-phase selection process makes the
application of the k-armed bandit analogy more di�cult.

4 Hybrid Genetic Algorithms

The primary bene�t of the new Schema Theorem is the new design framework for crossover.
This design framework appears to extend more naturally to hybrid operators than the



design focus of combination. Combination suggests that parts should be taken from existing
solutions, but local optimizers may select di�erent parts instead. Commonality suggests that
search should be conducted in a region near the parents, and local optimizers can conduct
this search.

4.1 Review

The design focus of combination results from the original development and application of
genetic algorithms for real-valued functions de�ned in the Rn domain. In these domains,
GAs have been shown to be robust optimization algorithms. However, when genetic al-
gorithms were �rst applied to combinatorial optimization problems, the results were quite
disappointing. To improve performance, heuristics have been embedded into crossover to
select schemata (from the parents) [GGRG85], and local search methods have been ap-
pended to crossover to improve the solution before adding it to the population [SG87]. A
crossover-local optimization pair can be viewed as a hybrid operator.

It has been shown that local optimizers can improve the performance of crossover [SG87].
Local optimization increases the �tness of schemata in a population by improving each
solution. Conversely, it has also been shown that crossover can improve the performance of
local optimizers [UPvL+91]. Crossover solutions consist of schemata from previous locally
optimal solutions. The better start solutions allow the local optimizer to avoid the ine�ective
process of bringing each (random) start solution into the near-optimal region. However, the
synergistic opportunities between crossover and local optimizers is largely unstudied.

4.2 Hybrid Operators for the Traveling Salesman Problem

In this section, the role of crossover is examined in three 2-opt-based hybrid operators for
the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Since 2-opt is held constant as the local optimizer,
the experiments isolate the contribution provided by the crossover operator. It will be shown
that the Commonality-Based Crossover Framework provides useful guidance to design more
synergistic operators.

4.2.1 The Crossover Operators

Common Sub-Tours/Nearest Neighbors (CST/NN) is a commonality-based heuristic opera-
tor [CS98]. The operator preserves the Common Sub-Tours (CST), and thus all the common
edges, from two parents. Starting with a random common sub-tour, it connects the remain-
ing elements and sub-tours by using the Nearest Neighbor (NN) construction heuristic. (See
Figure 1.)

Greedy Crossover (GX) is a heuristic operator that focuses on combination [GGRG85]. The
version used in this paper starts at a random point and selects the shortest (undirected)
edge from the parents that does not introduce a cycle. Undirected edges are used instead
of directed edges as an inuence from Edge Recombination [SMM+91]. If all parent edges
introduce a cycle, then NN is used instead.

Random, Respectful Recombination (RRR) is a domain-independent operator [Rad91]. The
operator preserves all common edges and then selects the remaining edges randomly. How-
ever, without additional heuristics, RRR �ts the comment that it is \essential ... to incor-
porate ... local improvement operators" [SG87] to make a competitive GA.



Parent 1          Parent 2

   CST/NN 2-Opt

Figure 1: Example of CST/NN and CST/NN-2-Opt. One common edge is lost during 2-opt.

In previous work, it has been shown that CST/NN performs better than GX. Although
both use NN, GX selects (combines) many uncommon edges which appear to handicap the
performance of NN [CS98]. Without NN, RRR is uncompetitive with CST/NN and GX.

4.2.2 The Hybrid Operators

Recognizing that GX solutions often have crossing edges that 2-opt can correct, the GX-2-
Opt hybrid operator was developed [SG87]. Similarly, 2-opt can be added to CST/NN to
make CST/NN-2-Opt. For RRR, a 2-opt swap is the Binomial Minimal Mutation (BMM)
[RS94], so RRR-BMM is also a 2-opt-based hybrid operator. (note: RRR-BMM is equivalent
to the operator used in CHC [Esh91].) From previous work [CS98], the solutions found by
CST/NN-2-Opt are better than those found by GX-2-Opt and RRR-BMM. (See Table 2.)

Avg. Avg. Best Kept Avg. Best Kept Avg. Best Kept
TSP 2-opt CST/NN- by GX- by RRR- by

Start 2-Opt 2-opt 2-Opt 2-opt BMM 2-opt

d198 + 3.06 % + 0.87 % 89.9 % + 1.12 % 87.1 % + 1.99 % 80.7 %
lin318 + 5.16 % + 0.31 % 93.5 % + 0.77 % 92.1 % + 3.04 % 86.8 %
417 + 2.54 % + 1.16 % 86.6 % + 1.19 % 83.2 % + 1.66 % 76.2 %
pcb442 + 7.29 % + 1.22 % 91.1 % + 2.28 % 87.9 % + 5.61 % 77.8 %
u574 + 8.26 % + 2.68 % 89.7 % + 3.66 % 87.5 % + 6.75 % 80.0 %

Avg. + 5.26 % + 1.25 % 90.2 % + 1.80 % 87.6 % + 3.81 % 80.3 %

Table 2: Comparison of CST/NN-2-Opt, GX-2-Opt, and RRR-BMM on 5 TSP instances
from TSPLIB. Results are with GENITOR using a population size of 400 solutions, run
until 10 generations pass without an improvement. Values are percent distance from known
optimum for the average of 5 runs.

Focusing on how the initial crossover solution is used, some of the initially preserved common



edges can be disrupted by 2-opt. (See Figure 1.) However, over 90% of the common (CST)
edges from the parents are kept after 2-opt during the �rst generation of new solutions
generated by CST/NN-2-Opt. In GX-2-Opt, 2.6% more common edges are disrupted, and
9.9% more are disrupted in RRR-BMM.

The number of disrupted common edges is a measure of how far the �nal o�spring is from its
parents. A \GA should explore ... new regions [that] are not too far ... from the currently
exploited regions" [MdWS91] because �tness information of the current parents does not
necessarily apply to distant neighbors. CST/NN is more e�ective than GX and RRR at
guiding 2-opt to stay near the neighborhood of good solutions as identi�ed by the parent
solutions.

The number of disrupted common edges is also a measure of how far the initial crossover
solution is from its 2-opt minimum. Using this measure, the CST/NN solution is closer to
its 2-opt minimum than the GX and RRR solutions. Thus, in addition to �nding better
solutions, the 2-opt local optimizer is also more (time) e�cient when started from a CST/NN
solution.

Independently, CST/NN solutions are better than GX and RRR solutions. Further, the
amount of work performed by 2-opt is least when it is restarted from CST/NN solutions.
With this more balanced work load between the crossover operator and the local optimizer,
a better overall performance is also observed in CST/NN-2-Opt.

4.2.3 The Role of Crossover in a Hybrid Operator

In a hybrid operator, crossover can be viewed as a means of restarting the local optimizer.
However, using crossover may not be signi�cantly di�erent that using random restart. In
random search, each solution examined has an equal probability of being the best. For a
series of (random) independent trials, a graph of when the best solution is found should
initially approximate a uniform distribution, and then tail to zero. However, if the search
process generates new solutions by improving existing solutions, the graph should be zero
for an initial period. After this period, the graph could have a large peak { representing
strong convergence during the search process; or the graph could be at { representing a
largely random search after some initial improvements.

Using the lin318 TSP instance, GENITOR was run with CST/NN-2-Opt, GX-2-Opt, and
RRR-BMM for 250 generations. The initial population was 400 random 2-opt solutions. For
100 independent runs, the generation in which the best solution is found was recorded. The
results are compiled in bar graphs. (See Figure 2.) The graph for CST/NN-2-Opt shows a
strong convergence around 80 generations. The graph for RRR-BMM is roughly at after
100 generations.

5 Discussion

It is a popular technique to use a local optimizer to post-process crossover solutions. How-
ever, the e�ectiveness of the resulting hybrid operator may be due more to the local optimizer
than crossover. In particular, the quality of the initial crossover solution (e.g. RRR) can
be poor. For these hybrid operators, crossover has a secondary role as a restart method for
the local optimizer. In fact, it has been argued that it is more productive to view a hybrid
GA as a best-of-k-runs approach instead of as a neighborhood search [JM97]. This paper



CST/NN-2-Opt GX-2-Opt RRR-BMM

Figure 2: Generation in which best solution is found for 100 independent runs of CST/NN-
2-Opt, GX-2-Opt, and RRR-BMM; each run lasts 250 generations. Bars represent 10 gen-
erations. Horizontal line represents approximate initial (uniform) distribution of random
search.

attempts to put the \genetics" back into genetic algorithms by returning the emphasis to
the role of crossover.

5.1 The Schema Theorem

The original Schema Theorem was developed for standard representations and one-point
crossover { features absent frommany current GAs. Further, the basis of implicit parallelism
[GB89] and the value of the Schema Theorem altogether [M�uh97] have been cast into doubt.
Nonetheless, the dominating design focus for crossover is still combination.

The new Schema Theorem developed in this paper is representation independent and
crossover independent. It presents common schemata to be important. The mechanism
of crossover is to use the common schemata of two parents as a base on which to build a
new o�spring. Speci�cally, a new two step process is de�ned for crossover: 1) preserve the
maximal common schema of two parents, and 2) complete the solution with a construction
heuristic. It seems more appropriate to use this Commonality-Based Crossover Framework
for designing non-standard crossover operators.

When following this design framework, it can be viewed that commonality-based operators
actively identify the schema that is responsible for the high observed �tness of their parents.
This process of active identi�cation provides a means by which (construction) heuristics
can be seamlessly embedded into crossover operators. However, the concept of implicit
parallelism is a�ected by the use of construction heuristics and the use of two parents to
select schemata. In particular, the trials allocated to each schema are no longer completely
independent of all other schemata. The allocation of trials now depends on which pairs

of solutions are selected for crossover, and which schemata are subsequently added by the
construction heuristic.



5.2 Hybrid Operators

The Commonality-Based Crossover Framework extends to hybrid operators. Here, the role
of crossover is not necessarily to �nd good solutions, but to �nd good start points. One
characteristic of a good start point is that it is a solution of reasonable quality. This increases
the e�ciency of the local optimizer [UPvL+91]. A second characteristic of a good start point
is that it leads to a good �nal solution. Since good solutions can be highly similar [M�uh91],
it is reasonable to search in the neighborhood of (good) parent solutions.

By preserving common schemata (and incorporating construction heuristics), an o�spring
that is similar to (in the same hyper-plane of) its parents can be created. A local opti-
mizer that is restarted from this o�spring is likely to produce a �nal solution that is in a
neighborhood close to the parent solutions. Following the original intention of genetic al-
gorithms, information from good parent solutions is exploited to help �nd better solutions.
Conversely, restarting a local optimizer from an o�spring built by combining random parts
of two parents may not be signi�cantly di�erent than a random restart.

Experimentally, the �nal 2-opt solutions of start points provided by CST/NN are close to
their parents. E�ectively exploiting the information on good schemata (edges) provided by
the parents, search converges (in a neighborhood near the parents) and �nds good solutions.
Conversely, GX (combination induced hitch-hiking) and RRR (weak construction heuristic)
provide start points that are more di�erent from their parents. Instead of being able to
e�ectively exploit the schemata of good parent solutions, the \exploratory horizon beyond
which genetic search degrades to random search" is exceeded [MdWS91].

6 Conclusions

The suggestion that combination should be the design focus of crossover was not intended for
extension to hybrid operators. Restarting a local optimizer from the randomly combined
parts of two parent solutions may not be signi�cantly di�erent than a random restart.
Subsequently, the overall e�ectiveness of these hybrid operators is due mostly to the local
optimizer. However, the de�ning attribute of a genetic algorithm should be crossover. A
well designed (commonality-based) crossover operator can improve the performance of a
local optimizer. With this reestablished role for crossover in hybrid operators, the overall
search method can again be called a \genetic" algorithm.
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